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SOME APPLICATIONS OF WALDHAUSEN'S RESULTS
ON IRREDUCIBLE SURFACES
BY

C. D. FEUSTEL

0. Preliminaries. In this paper we will use a number of results of Waldhausen
in [10] to partially answer three questions of Neuwirth posed in [5]. Throughout
this paper all spaces will be simplicial complexes and all maps will be piecewise
linear. We will denote the boundary, closure, and interior of a set X by bd {X),
cl {X), and int {X) respectively. We denote the closed unit interval by /. The
author wishes to thank L. S. Husch and N. Max for conversations.
1. Certain maximal subgroups of II1(A/3) and a problem of Neuwirth. In this
section we will show that a subgroup of II i(M3) associated with a closed surface
embedded in M3 is in some sense maximal. We shall follow Kneser in saying
M3 is irreducible if every embedded 2-sphere bounds an embedded 3-ball.
Theorem 1. Let Tn and Tm be compact closed connected, orientable surfaces.
Let M3 be an orientable 3-manifold which is irreducible. Let f be an embedding of
Tn in M3 such that f*: F[A[Tn,y) -*■Il^M3, x) is a monomorphism. If fl^T,,,) is
isomorphic to a subgroup A^U^M3, x) and ^=>/*(n1(7,n, >>)),then Tn is homeo-

morphic to Tmandf^U^Tn, y) = A.
Corollary
1. Let k be a knot. Let X= S3 —k and P be a peripheral subgroup of
n1(A'). If A is an abelian subgroup ofU^X) containing P, then A =P(1).

Proof of corollary. This is a consequence of a theorem of Papakyriakopoulos
that all abelian subgroups of a knot group are subgroups of Z © Z (Theorem

(5.4.2) on p. 56 of [5]) and the fact that X is irreducible.
The proof of the theorem will be divided into four lemmas and a theorem. The
desired result is then an easy consequence of 1.4 and 1.5.
We will follow Waldhausen in saying that a surface 5 contained in a manifold
M is incompressible in M if for each component S( of S the natural map from
II1(5'j) into fli{M) is an injection and St is not the 2-sphere.
Lemma 1.1. Let M3 be a compact, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold
with incompressible boundary. Let Tn be a compact, closed, connected, orientable
surface. Let fl^r,,)^ UX{M3).Then M3 is homeomorphic to Tn x /.
Received by the editors May 22, 1969.
(x) The author has been informed by L. Neuwirth that Corollary 1 has been proved by

D. Nogain [11].
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Proof. Let g: M3 -*■Tn he a continuous map such that g* is an isomorphism.
Then since n2(rnx/) = 0, the lemma follows from 6.1 in [10] by considering
/=gxl:
M3^TnxI.

Lemma 1.2. Let M± be a connected 3-submanifold of the 3-manifold M. Assume
that Mx is a closed subset of M and that cl (M— Mt) n Mx is incompressible in M.
Let I be a loop contained in Mx. If I is homotopic to a point in M, then I is homotopic
to a point in MY.
Proof. Let D he a disk. We assume that / is homotopic to a point in M. Let

/: (D, bd (£>))-> (M, I) be a map. Consider f-\f(D)

n bd (MJ) = S which we

may take to be a 1-complex in D. Now each loop A:in S is nullhomotopic on D.
Thus f(k) is homotopic to a point in bd (Mx). We can redefine /inside k to lie on
bd (Mj). This half of the lemma now follows by redefining/inside of a collection
of outer-most loops in S.
Lemma 1.3. Let Tn, Tm be compact, connected, closed orientable surfaces and fan
embedding of Tm into Tnxl. Then f*: Tli(Tm) -> n^T^x/)
is an injection if and
only if it is an isomorphism.

Proof. We need only show
that f(Tm) does not separate
of a chain in Cz(Tn x I; Z2)
Kampen's theorem gives the

that if/* is an injection, it is an isomorphism. Assume
Tnx{0} from Tnx{l}. Then [f(Tm)] is the boundary
and f(Tm) bounds a submanifold X of Tn x I. Van
following commutative diagram.
Ti(/(rm))

h,/

\Äa

w¿X)

^(cl(TnxI-X))
h\

/hk
^(Tnxl)

Since/* is an injection, hx and «2 are monomorphisms. Since TnxI— Xcontains
Tn x {0}, A4is an epimorphism. It follows from Lemma (4.2) of Brown and Crowell
that «i is an isomorphism [2]. Note that Xis irreducible since f(Tm) is not contained
in a 3-ball. Thus by Lemma 1.1, X is homeomorphic to Tnxl. It follows that
f(Tm) separated

Tn x {0} from Tn x {1}.

The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 7.1 in [1].
Theorem 1.4. Let M3 bean irreducible orientable 3-manifold. Let Tn be a compact,
closed, connected, orientable surface. Let f: Tn -*■M3 be a map such that

U^iiT^y^n^M^x)
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is a monomorphism. Let {M*, x*,p) be the covering space of {M3, x) associated

withfJUi{Tn, j>))c fliftf3, x). Then there exists an embedding
h:{Tn,y)^{M*,x*)

such that «*: n1(rn, y) -*■U^M*, x*) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let g: {Tn,y) ->-{M*, x*) be a p.l. map such that
(1) g* is an isomorphism;
(2) S=c\ {xeTn: {x}^g_1g(x)} is a 1-complex.
Let R be a regular neighborhood of g{Tn). We claim that by adding to R and
deleting from R 3-balls lying in M*, we can obtain a 3-manifold Rx satisfying the
conditions on Mx in Lemma 1.2, and that there is a map g' homotopic to g with
image contained in Rx.
Let F be a component of bd {R) such that the natural inclusion map from
FVX{F)
-> n1(M*) is not an injection.
Suppose F separates M *. Let Mf and M$ be the closures of the components
of M * —F. By Van Kampen's theorem the following commutative diagram exists.

wi(Aff)

"¿M*)

*ÁM)
Since «3«! is not one-one it is a consequence of Lemma (4.2) in [2] that either hx
or «2 is not a monomorphism. By the loop theorem [7], there exists a disk D em-

bedded in M* which meets F only in bd {D) and such that bd {D) is not nullhomotopic on F. In case F does not separate M* each cover of it separates the
cover of M* associated with the subgroup of tt^M *) each element of which has
a representative loop having intersection number zero with F.
The existence of the D above follows by an argument similar to the one used
above. It follows from a general position argument and then from a cutting argument that we may assume D meets bd {R) in a finite collection of disjoint simple
loops no one of which is nullhomotopic on the boundary component of R on

which it lies.
It is now clear that we may choose D so that D n bd (/?) = bd (£>) by selecting
an innermost loop in D n bd ft?) bounding a subdisk of D. By general position
we may assume that g~\D n g{Tn)) is a 1-complex, possibly empty. We observe
that D is contained either in R or in the closure of its complement.
If the former is the case, we remove from R a regular neighborhood of D in R.
If the latter is the case we add to R a regular neighborhood of D in the closure of the
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complement of R. Since the total genus of bd (R) is finite and since the above
operation reduces the genus, we can repeat it a finite number of times using a
sequence of disks Dx- ■■Dmuntil the appropriate maps all become monomorphisms.
We denote the manifold obtained thus by Rx.
We observe that the second disk chosen above may be taken disjoint from the
first since the boundary of the second need not meet the first disk and the boundaries of the two disks are unlinked. Thus we may assume that we added and removed 3-balls containing disjoint disks Du ..., Dm to and from R to obtain Rv
We may also assume that g'1(Di n g(Tn)) is a 1-complex for i=l,...,
m. We
claim that we can find a disjoint collection of disks Eu...,
Ek contained in Tn
such that g_1(Ur=i A n g(T„)) is contained in Uf-i F¡. This can be seen by the
following argument.
Let c(; be a component of g~1(D¡ n g(Tn)). Since g* is a monomorphism and
g^cflj.
each loop in the 1-complex ciy is nullhomotopic in Tn. Let 50 be a
regular neighborhood of cl}. We may assume that the Btj are mutually disjoint.
Now Bu is a compact 2-manifold with boundary. Since each boundary component
of Btj is freely homotopic to a loop of cw each bounds a disk on Tn. Since Tn is
not the 2-sphere, one of these disks will contain Btj. Let Ei} and Euv he disks constructed in the above manner containing i?i; and Buv respectively. Now Ei} n Em
= 0 or Eij=>Euv or Euv=>EtJ and the claim follows.

We may assume that g(bd (E¡)) is contained in Rx. Since g(bd (E¡)) is nullhomotopic in M* and Rx satisfies the conditions on Mx in Lemma 1.2, bd (£;) is
null homotopic in Rx. We may redefine g on the Et to obtain a map g': Tn-^ Rx.
Since M is irreducible, U2(M*) = 0 and g' is homotopic to g. Clearly we may assume
x* is in Rx.
It follows from Lemma 1.2, that every loop in Rx based on g'(Tn) can be deformed
in Rx to lie on g'(Tn). Since g is a monomorphism, fl^Ä^s Hi(Tn). Every 2-sphere
in bd (Rx) bounds a homotopy 3-cell in M* since M is irreducible. We may add
these homotopy 3-cells to Rx and denote the resulting 3-manifold again by Rx.
It is a consequence of Lemma 1.1 and "generalization 1" of J. Milnor's Decomposition Theorem [4], that Rx has the homotopy type of Tnx I and that Rx
has a boundary component homeomorphic to Tn. The lemma follows.
Lemma 1.5. Let M3 be a connected orientable 3-manifold not necessarily compact.
Let U2(M3) = 0. Let fand g be embeddings of compact, connected, closed, orientable
surfaces Tn, Tm in M3. Let f* be an isomorphism and g* be an injection. Then g* is
a« isomorphism. Also iff(Tn) n g(Tm) is the union of a collection of disjoint simple
loops which are not nullhomotopic in M3, then there exists a compact neighborhood
off(Tn)

u g(Tm) with the same homotopy type as Tn x I.

Proof. Assume that/(7n)

and g(Tm) are disjoint. We claim that both/(Jn)

and

g(Tm) separate M3. Suppose not. Let Abe a loop which meets f(Tn) in a single point.
Then A is homotopic to a loop X±contained in a regular neighborhood of f(Tn)
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and not meeting f{Tn). However, the intersection number of À and f{Tn) is one
while that of Xxand f{Tn) is zero. This is a contradiction and f{Tn) separates M3.
Similarly g{Tm) separates M3. It is easily shown that/(77n) and g{Tm) are part of the
boundary of a connected submanifold M1of M3. We may select Mx so that bd {Mx)

contains no spheres as Il2(Af3)= 0.
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that each loop in g{Tm) is freely homotopic in Mj
to a loop in/(rn).
It follows as in the proof of 5.1 in [10] that My is almost homeomorphic to
Tn x I, i.e., Mi may contain a homotopy 3-cell which is not a cell. This cell will in
fact be bounded by the sphere produced in the proof of (5.1) mentioned above.
Iff{Tn) and g{Tm) are not disjoint, we find a homotopy putting them in general
position. Thus we may assume that f~1{f{Tn) n g{Tm))is the union of a family
of disjoint simple loops. Similarly g~1{f{Tn) n g{Tm))is a family of disjoint simple
loops. Let A be a simple loop in/_1(/(rn) n g{Tm)) which is nullhomotopic on
Tn. Then/(A) is nullhomotopic in M3; and since g* is a monomorphism, g_1/(A)
is nullhomotopic on Tm. Since fI2(M3)=0, we can find a homotopy off to another
embedding with fewer components in /" 1{f{Tn) n g{Tm)). It follows that we may
take all loops in/(rn) n g{Tm)to be essential in ILft/3). lff{Tn) n g{Tm)is empty
we are done by the argument above.
Otherwise let R be a regular neighborhood of fi{Tn) u g{Tm). Now R is a compact
3-manifold with boundary. Let F be a component of bd ft?). If the natural map
i: n^F) ->- flift/3) is not a monomorphism we can find a disk D such that
bd {D) = D n bd(/?). Clearly, by a general position and cutting argument, we
may assume that Dnf{Tn) is empty since/* is a monomorphism. By another
general position argument

we may assume that D n g{Tm) is a family of simple

loops. Since g* is a monomorphism each loop in D n g{Tm) bounds a disk on
g{Tm). We denote one such disk by Ev Now Ex nf{Tn) must be empty since
f{Tn) n g{Tm) contains no simple nullhomotopic loops. It follows that D n g{Tm)
may be assumed empty. Now either D is contained in R or the closure of the
complement of /?. If the former is the case, we delete from R a regular neighborhood of D. This will lower the genus of bd ft?). If the resulting manifold has two
components we consider the one containing f{Tn) u g{Tm). Otherwise we add to
R a regular neighborhood of D in the closure of the complement of R.
It follows by induction that we may obtain a compact connected 3-manifold
/?!<=M3 such that for each component F of bd (/?j) the natural map induced by
inclusion from II^F) into II^A/3) is an injection. It follows from Lemma 1.2.
that fli{Ri) = {f{Tn)). If bd (/?!) contains any spheres they bound homotopy
3-cells in M3 since U2{M3)= 0. We may add these homotopy 3-cells to Ri to obtain
a compact 3-manifold R2 such that Fl2{R2)is zero. As in the proof of 1.4, we see
that /?2 is of the homotopy type of Tn x I. Thus by Lemma 1.3, g* is an isomorphism.
At this point we return to the proof of the theorem.
Let {M*,x*,p) be the covering of ft/3, x) such that p*n1{M*,x*)=A. Let
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g: (Tm,y0) -*■(M3, x) he a map such that g^TL^T^ y0) = A. Let/' and g' be maps
covering/and g respectively. Let g" be the map whose existence is guaranteed by
Lemma 1.4 such that g*: U^Tm, y0) -> UX(M*, x*) is an isomorphism. It follows
from 1.5 that/* is an isomorphism since/* is a monomorphism. Since /?*/*=/*,
/*rii(rn,y) = A. Also/*_1g*: Il^r,», j>0)-> Ri(Tn, y) is an isomorphism and thus
Tn is homeomorphic

to Tm.

2. The relationship of algebraic and geometric splitting of irreducible M3. Let
Tn he a compact, closed, connected, orientable, 2-manifold of genus «. Let M3 he
an irreducible compact, orientable, connected 3-manifold.
We shall say that M3 is geometrically split by Tn if there exists an embedding

/: Tn -> int (M3) such that/*: Tl^T») -> IT^Af3) is a monomorphism.
We shall say that M3 splits algebraically across Tn if Tl1(M3)= A *ul{T¡t)B
where II X(T,) is a proper subgroup of both A and B.
Theorem 2. Let M3 be a compact, closed, orientable, 3-manifold and n2(Ai3) = 0.
If M3 splits algebraically across Tn then it is split geometrically by Tn. Furthermore
if C is the group offl^M3)
associated with U^Tn) in the algebraic splitting above
then we may choose F so that f*(fli(Tn)) is conjugate to C.

Proof. This follows immediately from Satz 1.2 in [9] and Theorem 1.
The theorem above is related to the following problem of Neuwirth found in
[5]: "Every knot group contains the group (a, b; [a, b]). This subgroup may be
obtained from the natural inclusion of the fundamental group of a nonsingular
torus in the knot group. Suppose a knot contains the group of a closed surface of
genus g. Does there exist a nonsingular closed surface of genus g whose fundamental
group is injected monomorphically

into the knot group by the natural inclusion?"

3. Coverings of the complement of a link.

We shall say that a manifold is in P.C.

if every homotopy 3-cell in that manifold is a cell. Let L = (Jî=1 kt he a link in S3,
i.e. the ki are disjoint knots for /'= 1,..., «. Let Xhe the closure of the complement
of a regular neighborhood of L.

Theorem 3. Every covering space of X is in P.C.

Proof. We need only show that the universal cover of X which we denote by

(**,/>) is in P.C. by (2.3) in [3].
Let St, /= 1,...,

/, be a maximal collection of disjoint 2-spheres embedded in

X such that no subcollection of the S¡ bounds a ball with holes. Let Ci.Cl+1
be the closures of the components of X—\J[=1 S¡. Let C¡ be C( with balls pasted in
across all spherical boundary components. It follows from results (2.1), (2.2),

and Theorem 2 in [3] that C{and C¡ are in P.C.
We claim that Q for f=l,...,
/+1 is sufficiently large or a solid torus with
finitely many 3-balls removed. The latter is easily seen to be the case whenever Ct
contains only one trivial knot (it cannot contain two unlinked knots.) The former
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is the case whenever C, contains either a nontrivial link or knot since bd (C()
n bd {X) is incompressible in Cf.
We claim that each component of p~1{Ci) is in P.C. We observe that each component of p " 1{Ci) is simply connected by an easy corollary to Lemma 1.2 since

C¡ n cl {X- Ci) is a family of 2-spheres.
If Ci is a solid torus with finitely many 3-balls removed, then each component
of p~\Ci) is a universal cover for C¡ and can be embedded in E3.
Otherwise each component of/7_1(C¡) can be embedded in a natural way in the
universal cover of Ct. Now C, is aspherical by the sphere theorem [6] and the
assumption that the collection of S¡ is maximal. It follows since both C¡ and C¡
are contained in S3 that C¡ is irreducible.
Thus by Theorem 8.1 in [10], the universal cover of C¡ is in P.C. and each component of /7_1(C¡) is in P.C. whenever C¡ is sufficiently large. The claim above is

established.
Let H be a homotopy 3-cell in X*. Then H meets only finitely many component.
oïp~\Ci) for i'= 1,...,/+
1. These manifolds meet in 2-spheres. It is a theorem of
Gross [3] that the union of 3-manifolds in P.C. which meet in spheres is in P.C.

It follows that H is a cell and X* is in P.C.
4. On the uniqueness of a certain class of Aft.
Theorem 4. Let M, Mx, and M2 be compact orientable 3-manifolds in P.C.
Let Afj and M2 be irreducible and bd {Mt) both connected and incompressible in Mi

for i =1,2. Let h be a homeomorphismfrom bd {Mx) to bd (M2). Let M be closed
and Ar=M1 UA M2. Let U1{M) = U1{X). Then M is homeomorphic to X.

Theorem 4 is almost a trivial consequence of 6.5 in [10] and Lemma 4.1. This
theorem is interesting mostly because of its relationship to the following problem
of Neuwirth [5] : " Suppose the fundamental group of a closed 3-manifold, Mx
is a free product with amalgamation

of two knot groups, II ^S3 —kx), U1{S3 —k2),

with the amalgamating subgroup a peripheral subgroup of each knot group. Is this

3-manifold M=M{kx) u M{k2) where bd (A/(Aft))and bd {Mft2)) are matched
by a homeomorphism? {M{k¡) denotes the complement in S3 of a small tube
about £(.)" In fact, the author has been informed by L. Neuwirth that the theorem
solves the problem as it was originally intended. The difficulty here is that the base
point for each of the fundamental groups must have been chosen to lie on the
boundary of the closure of the complement of a regular neighborhood of the knot
in question.

Lemma 4.1. Let M be a compact connected orientable 3-manifold. Let F=lJ"=i F(
be a system of incompressible disjoint surfaces in M. Let M¡, i=\,.. .,k, be the
closures of the components ofiM—F. Let Mi be irreducible for i= 1,..., k. Then M
is irreducible and II2(M) = 0.
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Proof. Let S be a 2-sphere embedded in M. It follows by a standard general
position argument that F r\ S may be taken to be a family of disjoint simple loops.
Since the natural map from Ui(Ft) into II^M) is an injection, each loop inFnS,
being nullhomotopic on S, must be nullhomotopic in F. Let / be a loop in S n Fx
which bounds a disk Dx contained in S such that Dx n F= I. Now / bounds a
disk D2 on Fx and Dx u D2 is a sphere which we may assume is embedded in Mx.
By assumption such a sphere bounds a ball in Mx. Thus it is possible to push Z>!
across this ball isotopically and reduce the number of loops in S n F. Inductively
we see that S n F can be assumed empty. It follows that S bounds a ball in one

of the Mi and also in M.
Now n2(A/)=0, or by the sphere theorem [6] there is a sphere embedded in M
which does not bound a ball. This has been shown to be impossible and the lemma
follows.
We can now commence the proof of the theorem. We claim that M is irreducible.
If not n i(M) = A * B is a nontrivial decomposition of n x(M) which can be obtained
from an embedded separating 2-sphere in M that does not bound a ball. We
remind the reader that every homotopy 3-cell in M is a ball. Thus U1(M) = A * B
and by Knessner's conjecture which was proved by J. Stallings [8] there is a
2-sphere embedded in X which does not bound a ball. This contradicts Lemma 4.1.
Thus M is irreducible.
We observe that M and Zare trivially boundary irreducible. Since Zis sufficiently
large by Lemma 1.1.6 in [10] and UX(X) is isomorphic to U^M), it follows from
(6.5) in [10] that there is a homeomorphism/from
Xto M which induces the above
isomorphism. We point out that Waldhausen's condition that the isomorphism
from n^Af) to UX(X) preserve the peripheral structure is trivially satisfied since
M and X are closed.
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